
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CDF Corporation Offers Custom Packaging Solutions and Services 
 
 
Plymouth, MA, September 6, 2007 – In meeting the challenge of numerous applications in the bag in box 
industry, CDF Corporation, the leading manufacturer of drum, pail and intermediate bulk container liners 
and custom packaging solutions, has found an innovative, new custom packaging solution for holding and 
shipping liquids and frozen products. With the addition of the new, environmentally friendly Cheertainer 
and Cheer Pack, CDF can manufacture custom packaging for each unique situation even more 
effectively.  
 
There are a myriad of applications in the bag in box industry and a corresponding number of container 
configurations. CDF’s goal is to be responsive to each market’s needs and have the flexibility to 
manufacture custom packaging for each unique situation. The engineering and sales teams work one on 
one with each customer to design the combination that provides the best value for each application. 
 
The Cheertainer is currently available on the market and the Cheer Pack will arrive in early 2008. Both 
custom packaging solutions reduce packaging and transportation needs and are fully recyclable. They 
come in multiple sizes and film types and are customizable to meet specific product dimensions. 
 
“Our experience over the past 30 plus years as a leader in custom packaging solutions allows us to meet 
the special needs of customers not met by traditional products,” stated Joe Sullivan, President of CDF 
Corporation. 

CDF has also been on the forefront to many advances in container technology.  Such innovations have 
included:  accordion inserts, laminated liners, combination drum inserts, plastic drum and pail inserts, 
several innovative valves for IBC liners, inserts that pass UN testing, agitator drum insert and vented 
inserts for rapid filling of sealed drums.  

To learn more about CDF’s custom packaging solutions call 800-443-1920 or visit www.cdf1.com. 
 
 
About CDF Corporation  
 
CDF Corporation is a privately held plastic manufacturing company that leads the U.S. market in 
thermoformed liners for industrial containers and custom packaging solutions.  Since its inception in 1971, 
the company has maintained an energetic entrepreneurial approach to industrial package design, 
manufacturing and promotion.  CDF manufactures products ranging in sizes from 2.5 gallons to 330 
gallons in its Plymouth, Massachusetts ISO certified facility. 
 
Contact: 
Amanda Verash-Morris, Marketing Coordinator 
800-443-1920 
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